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iTeaQ CS

CoolSmart Precision Air Conditioner (5-20kW)

Shenzhen iTeaQ Network Power Technology. Co., Ltd.

Company Profile
Shenzhen iTeaQ Network Power Technology Co., Ltd. was founded by officially changing its name and address from the
national high-tech enterprise Beijing TeaQ technology Co., Ltd. which was built in 2008.
All our core team members are the technical backbones from the Fortune Global 500 firms and after the joining of many
well-known experts and management elites in ICT field, iTeaQ has been developing into a fast-growing high-tech
enterprise in ICT infrastructure solutions field.
iTeaQ has always been focusing on the ICT infrastructure solutions for years and has acquired the ISO9001 Quality
Management System certification, ISO14001 Environmental Management System certification and OHSAS18001
certification and our products has gotten the CE certification, CCC certification, CQC certification, CRAA Quality
certification and Thayer certification, etc.
Our products lineup range from iClimate ( Thermal energy management solutions, include Computer room precision air
conditioner, Base station precision air conditioner, In-row precision air conditioner, etc. ) , iBlock ( Modular data center ),
iPower ( Power management solutions ), iMonitor ( Intelligent monitoring solutions ), iNew ( Innovative energy saving
solutions ) to iCare ( Zero-distance service solutions ).
As the famous world-class brand in ICT solutions field, iTeaQ has gotten access to the central government procurement list
with the most critical technical requirement around the world. At the same time, iTeaQ has been cooperating with many
Fortune top 500 company China Mobile, China Telecom, China Unicom, People’s Bank of China, CICTC group, China
Construction Bank, and many industries giant Tencent, Baidu, Air Macao, Macao Telecom, Hong Kong kwai Fong and China
General Nuclear Power Group for years and servicing various industries ranging from government, army, economy, energy,
transportation, internet, education, healthcare, etc., and has acquired wide acclaim among all these industries.
Holding the core values "Ideal, Teamwork, Ethic, Acumen, Quality", we are committed to "focus on customer needs and
achieve customer values", and to establish a win-win cooperation pattern with our customers. Determined to build a
world-wide high-end brand of network power products, we guarantee to provide network power products and services
with first-class technologies and quality with the best vision of becoming your most trustworthy, thankful, professional,
practical, and reliable cooperation partner.

CoolSmart Precision Air Conditioners

Product Overview
CoolSmart（short as iTeaQ CS hereafter ) is a precision air conditioner developed for Small-Medium size
Computer Rooms, base stations, and equipment rooms. The air conditioner is designed in accordance
with the environmental requirements of equipment, features largeair flow and small enthalpy difference,
and boasts high reliability, long life span, and high efficiency.

Application

1.Communication base stations

4. Wine cellar & other special warehouse

2.Precision processing workshop

5. Small-medium size Data center

3.Substations equipment rooms

6. Precision laboratory

Product Features
Diversified Model
There are various kinds of CoolSmart models to meet your different application requirements:
Cooling capacity includes 5.7 kW, 7.5 kW, 12.5 kW, 16.5 kW, and 20.5 kW.
The air conditioners with different cooling capacity can provide different air flow organization forms, including air
supply through cap tuyere, upward air supply through air duct, front downward air supply, and bottom downward
air supply.
All units with different capacity has many types, such as cooling only type, cooling only & electric heating type,
and constant temperature & humidity type. There are also many refrigerant types for different units types.
Each model can be configured with AC or EC fan.
Each model can be configured with large text display or 5-inch touchscreen display.

Outstanding Energy Efficiency
With the design of high air flow and small enthalpy difference, the air conditioner boasts a high SHR, and fully
matches the sensible heating capacity of the main equipment in Computer Rooms. Compared with civilian air
conditioners, the air conditioner saves energy by more than 20% if it is installed in Computer Rooms.
Adopting large-area evaporators and condensers, as well as high-performance compressors and expansion
values, the air conditioner features a high efficiency of cooling and high EER.
ODU fans are controlled in stepless speed regulation mode. Not only energy is saved but also noise is reduced.
The optional CoolFree 3.0 unit that is equipped with a fluorine pump naturally cools down and applies to
scenarios where cooling is needed all the year round. With the unit running in dual modes with three engines,
the yearly EER is significantly improved and electric power cost is reduced.

High Reliability
The air conditioner is designed to run uninterruptedly all year round in accordance with industrial-grade
Main parts are provided by first-class suppliers and designed according to the requirement of 10-year working life.
Both IDU fans and ODU fans adopt metal blades with high availability and long working life.
With the automatic startup function, the air conditioner can be automatically restored to original state after power
recovery.

Powerful Adaptability
The air conditioner can run properly within ambient air temperature range from –20ºC to 45ºC, so it is
applicable to most areas all around the world. In extreme low-temperature areas, the air conditioner can be
configured with a low-temperature startup component to enable our units run at even –35ºC.
Wide applicable voltage range
The three-phase motor can adapt to voltage fluctuation within 15% basing on 380V, and the single-phase
motor can adapt to voltage fluctuation within 15% basing on 220V.
Phase detection, warning, and alarming functions can prevent compressor from burning in case of wrong
phase sequence.

High Intelligence
Using programmable LCD to display all important running data，configuration specification and fault information.
The optional super-large touchscreen display showing temperature and humidity in the form of a dashboard
provides user-friendly icons, looking high-end and exquisite.
With PID predictive control algorithms, the air conditioner features high precision of control.
Multilevel password protection enables users to implement permission management.
Record the running time of main parts and give out warnings once the maintenance time is up.
Automatic diagnosis function speeding up troubleshooting flows.
Active and standby port allow the active and standby units to switch over automatically in turn.
RS485 port and communication protocols are provided for free.
The optional SMS alert function enables the unit to send a short message to a specified mobile phone number in
case of fault.

Technical Specifications
CS***
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Air supply mode
Air flow (m3 /h)
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Up-front supply，Down-front supply，under floor air supply

Standard configuration: G3 filter， Optional: G4 filter
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Power supply

Single-phase: 220V/50HZ ~

FLA (for cooling only unit)/A
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12.7
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FLA (for cooling unit with electric heater) / A
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FLA for constant temperature & humidity unit )/A
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Refrigerant liquid pipe (mm)
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Refrigerant gas pipe (mm)
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Humidifier water pipe inlet
Condensing water drainage pipe inlet (mm)

IDU weight (kg)
IDU dimensions (W x L x H) (mm)

Three-phase 380V/50HZ 3N~

98

108

108

142

160

180

520x420x1750

520x420x1750

520x420x1750

600x520x1850

700x700x1900

700x700x1900

ASC08

ASC10

ASC10

ASC16

ASC22

ASC28

33

43

43

65

85
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700x351x610

700x351x820

700x351x820

700x351x1198

700x351x1198

870x381x1367

ODU
ODU model
ODU weight (kg)
ODU dimensions (W x L x H) (mm)

Notes:
Test conditions are set as follows: returned air temperature: 24ºC; condensing temperature: 45ºC; RH: 50%.
FLA indicates the maximum current of a unit in standard configuration mode, and it applies to power supplies of
units, including air-cooled ODUs.
By default, CoolSmart is charged with refrigerant before delivery and installed attached with a quick connector.
If you have other requirements, please contact iTeaQ.
If the residual pressure outside unit exceeds 200 Pa, please contact iTeaQ.
For more information about other parameters or any other special requirement, please contact us.

Building A, Shengjianli Industrial Park, Guanguang Road,
Guanlan Subdistrict, Longhua District, Shenzhen City, China
24-h Pre-sales and After-sales Service Hotline: +86-755-33693990
E-mail: iteaq@iteaq.com
http: //www.iteaq.com

This brochure is only for reference and shall not be taken as any offer or assumed legal
basis. No unit or individual is allowed to extract or copy any part or the whole manual in
any form for any purpose without written authorization of Shenzhen iTeaQ Network
Power technology Co., Ltd.(short as iTeaQ hereafter). iTeaQ reserves the right to change
products design without giving any notice in advance. When placing orders, please take
the formal offer and real product as criterion. iTeaQ reserves the final interpretation right
of this brochure.
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